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This chapter reflects on entanglements within the ongoing Wang Chau
Village resistance in the New Territories region of Hong Kong. It is
an attempt to engage in what art theorist Gerald Raunig refers to as
“wild and transversal writing”—an untamed approach to writing that
connects people from different disciplines, and subsequently builds new
social bonds and lines of solidarity through its readers (Raunig 2013, 35).
Exemplifying the cross-disciplinary approach of its writing, this text prob-
lematizes the legacy of British colonial government policies that continue
to discriminate and dispossess villagers today; describes a praxis of co-
organizing four Jackfruit Festivals with Wang Chau villagers (from 2017
to 2020); and shares a “pedagogy of the movement” within Hong Kong’s
land struggles/resistances. Unreconciled thoughts are weaved into this essay
in the form of italicized text, prompting further research paths. This is
followed by a postscript that includes updates and new lines of solidarity,
which acknowledge that chapters written within social movements are time
stamped but never static, and always inviting.
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The Grammar of Coloniality

In October 2015 the Hong Kong government announced a plan to turn
three New Territories villages—Yeung Uk San Village, Fung Chi Village,
and Wing Ning Village (herein referred to as Wang Chau)—into 4,000
public housing units (Cheng 2016).1 The New Territories are located in
the urban/rural/mountainous northern part of Hong Kong and follow
the British Empire’s pattern of renaming places of landing and coloniza-
tion as “new”: New Zealand, New Britain, and Newfoundland (Carroll
2007, 70). Referring to how the British “named” New Delhi, Madhavi
Menon writes, “[t]his is a continuing and frequent trope of empire, to
build a new city, a new capital to prove that there is an improvement on
what was there earlier” (Kazmi 2018).

I’m reminded of what is happening now in Xinjiang (meaning “New
Borderland”) and the (subtle) perpetuation of colonization today. This
perpetuation is enacted by Hong Kong developers such as Sun Hung Kai
Properties Limited (新 “Sun” meaning “new”) and New World Devel-
opment Company Limited, companies who speculate former agricultural
land in the New Territories by building expensive apartment blocks
with oddly occidental names such as “Royal Ascot” and “The Pavilia
Farm”—the former named after a British horse racecourse, and the latter
a fetishization of rurality (Fig. 1).

The Hong Kong government’s 2015 Wang Chau development plan
proposes to flatten a slope; displace 500 villagers and multispecies inhab-
itants; uproot the designated green belt and 1,057 trees; and build a
road leading to deferred New World Development private housing blocks
(Legislative Council 2019). The photograph above shows the villagers’
living environment, one where self-built “squatter housing” is surrounded
by trees and small gardens/farms. Villagers have been living in Wang
Chau since the 1950s, a period during which Hong Kong experienced
an increase of refugees from mainland China (Justice Centre Hong Kong
2015).

Most people of my grandparents’ generation were born in mainland
China. I’ve heard stories about the British colonial government distributing
leaflets from a helicopter in the 1950s, encouraging people living in the city
to move to the New Territories to farm and build their own homes. In 1982
the government enforced a survey of squatter housing by entering into village

1 Previously 17,000 public housing units, but later downsized.
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Fig. 1 Village house in Yeung Uk San Village, Wang Chau, Hong Kong, 6
November 2020 (Photograph by Michael Leung)

buildings, measuring them, and writing building numbers and dimensions
onto walls with red paint. I think about those people who responded to those
leaflets in the 1950s and “became” non-indigenous villagers in the New
Territories. During those decades between the 1950s and 1982 (before the
government survey of squatter housing), were there any cases of adverse
dispossession (squatter’s rights) granted to those non-indigenous villagers?
And if so, how is that land being used today? Back to my time of writing,
according to a recent social media post by a local activist group called
Land Justice League, there are now 21 non-indigenous villages scheduled for
demolition and development by the Hong Kong government (Land Justice
League 2020). To date I have only managed to go to eight of these villages.

In Wang Chau, over decades, some villagers legally registered with
the government to transform their single-story, sheet-metal-roof squatter
housing into more stable two-story concrete buildings. In several cases,
villagers even purchased the land that their houses were built on.
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The politics of land purchasing, the status of existing land rights, and
future development plans implemented through collusion between Hong
Kong’s government and property developers are all rooted in the former
British colonial government’s classification of “indigenous”2 and “non-
indigenous” villagers in the New Territories. In 1898, the New Territories
and 200 outlying islands were leased to the British colonial government
for the duration of 99 years. The 636 villages situated in the leased
lands were classified dichotomously as either “indigenous” or “non-
indigenous,” based on whether they were populated by descendants of
inhabitants who had lived there before 1898 or whether they consisted
of villagers that had moved into the New Territories post-1898 (Electoral
Affairs Commission 2009).

In 1972, the British government exacerbated the difference between
indigenous and non-indigenous villagers in the New Territories and
implemented the “Small House Policy” that allows every male member of
at least 18 years old with patrilineal descent from an indigenous villager
to apply once to build a three-story village house on either village land or
on public land through a private treaty grant (Lands Department 2014)
(Fig. 2).

The above photograph shows several Small Houses that sit outside of
the Wang Chau development area. Despite its name, the houses are not
small at all, with each floor being 700 square feet (65 square meters).
The houses are exempt from any threat of eviction and demolition
due to a mutually beneficial relationship that exists between indigenous
villagers and the government. In comparison to other housing condi-
tions in Hong Kong, such as subdivided and bedspace apartments, Small
Houses are spacious luxury housing—albeit a privilege granted to only
male indigenous villagers.

It has become common practice for indigenous villagers to profit from
the privileges afforded to them and (illegally) sell their Small Houses and
land rights to private owners and property developers (Cheng 2018). In

2 The non-capitalization of “indigenous” is a purposeful move to differentiate the
genealogy of this terminology from discourses and the identity category of “Indigenous”
that relate more specifically to territories outside of Hong Kong, most notably Turtle
Island/what is now known as North America. This text primarily examines the categories
of “indigenous” and “non-indigenous” as products of British colonial governance, while
at the same time drawing on theories and discourses of Indigeneity that stem from loca-
tions outside of Hong Kong to inform the transnational expressions of decoloniality that
are being observed and written into being in this text.
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Fig. 2 An indigenous villager Small House nearing completion, Wang Chau, 2
April 2019 (Photograph by Ms. Cheng)

the book Women in Hong Kong, Carol Jones writes that, “The initial
introduction of British law to Hong Kong resulted not in a conflict with
local practices, but a reinforcement of pre-colonial forms of patriarchal
power” (Jones 1995, 170–171). Although Hong Kong implemented the
United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrim-
ination against Women (CEDAW) in 1996, the discriminatory “Small
House Policy” that disenfranchises “rural women” remains unchanged
(Labour and Welfare Bureau 2018). Goo Jie—a villager who was evicted
on 30 October 2020 from the Yeung Uk San Village home photographed
in the first image above—recently told me about a case from a few decades
ago where an indigenous woman took her relatives to court to argue that
ownership of her family’s Small House should be passed on to her, an only
daughter, and not to a male family member. Remarkably, the indigenous
woman won and gained full ownership of her family’s Small House.
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The colonial residue that is the Small House Policy not only perpet-
uates gender inequality but also paves the way for the Hong Kong
government to evict and demolish “non-indigenous” villages for devel-
opment projects. As the non-governmental organization Liber Research
Community has noted, these development projects can easily be built
instead on indigenous villager-owned brownfield land—contaminated and
concretized land—that are unoccupied sites which have been illegally
repurposed as car parks, waste recycling yards, and container storage
(Liber Research Community 2018).

In her book Braiding Sweetgrass, Robin Wall Kimmerer wrote that
“[…] to be indigenous is to protect life on earth” (Kimmerer 2013, 209).
Witnessing the Wang Chau non-indigenous villagers’ gardening/farming
practices and urban/rural coexistence, I’m curious; other than for economic
gain, what caused a proportion of indigenous villagers in Hong Kong to
rampantly speculate their homes and concretize arable land for brownfield
commercial activities?

Furthermore, the prefix “non-” assigned to non-indigenous villagers
by the colonial government is arguably intentionally strategic, in that
the word relates to being without and “lacking the usual especially
positive characteristics of the thing specified” (Merriam-Webster 2021).
On paper, in media headlines, and in everyday conversation, the prefix
contributes towards the disempowering of non-indigenous villagers and
the dispossession of their land rights. The non- prefix is divisive and
exclusionary.

At Wang Chau, what do non-indigenous villagers think about this prefix?
A couple of years ago I had a dream that I spoke to former Legislative
Councilor Eddie Chu Hoi-dick about this prefix, and how adopting such
words perpetuates the oppression of Wang Chau villagers, or at least builds
a consciousness towards being displaced.

Loretta Lou argues that without land ownership, 4,600 Hong Kong
farmers “[…] could face extinction even sooner [than the peasant class
in mainland China] because they lack the class consciousness that unifies
the peasantry in China” (Lou 2018). What do indigenous villagers think
about such prefixes and arguments? How will their arable land be culti-
vated for the future, so that agriculture and biodiversity will continue to
exist in Hong Kong, albeit alongside ongoing colonial laws? How will these
British colonial laws be affected after the Sino-British Declaration and its
“one country, two systems” principle that formally concludes in 2047?
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Paired with the government’s rhetoric of demolishing non-indigenous
villages and building public housing in their place, it is commendable that
several villagers are—at the time of writing— still living in the Wang Chau
six years after the development plan was announced, and subsequent to
the displacement of 150 + households since 2016 and the eviction of
40 to 50 households since August 2020. At what critical point(s) did the
Wang Chau resistance become a struggle?3

Last weekend, one of the remaining village families of Wang Chau
invited (former) villagers, members of the Wang Chau Green Belt
Concern Group, and supporters of their resistance to a Lunar New Year
“poon choi” (a communal big bowl feast). It was the first large village
gathering since 29 July 2020, when people assembled to organize a
village patrol group that would provide updates on any government evic-
tion activity. After the lunar feast we discussed the coming months and
whether the hosts of the gathering, the Au Yeung Family, would still be
living in Wang Chau this July. We also discussed the possibility of orga-
nizing another memorable Wang Chau Jackfruit Festival together. Mrs.
Au Yeung told me that if she and her family are still here, they’d be
delighted to open their home to the public for another Jackfruit Festival
(Fig. 3).

Convivial Resistance Amidst Eviction

The Wang Chau Jackfruit Festival started in 2017 and was conceived of in
a meeting between villagers, the Wang Chau Green Belt Concern Group,
and land protectors from a previous local land resistance movement that
addressed the attempted destruction of Ma Shi Po Village in 2016 by

3 In the first several years of the Wang Chau movement, the rallying slogan 不遷不拆
“but chin but chaak” (No Eviction, No Demolition) was common and there were even
wooden barricades built at three village entrances. At the time I felt that there was a…
confidence amongst everyone in resisting the government’s development plan. However, the
villagers, concern group and supporters’ numerous attempts in communicating with the
government were to no avail, and through the implementation of top-down policies and the
Land Resumption Ordinance, enforced by security guards and the police, the gradual dispos-
session of villagers’ homes accelerated from July 2020. As village households were displaced
one by one, some from as early as 2016, it is arguable that the “No Eviction, No Demolition”
slogan was rendered useless by such an authoritarian government—which was further armed
following the 2019 movement and stringent pandemic gathering restrictions.
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Fig. 3 2017 Wang Chau Jackfruit Festival map (front), 2017 (Watercolor paint
collage and A3-sized)

Henderson Land Development Company Limited (Wen 2016). The inau-
gural Jackfruit Festival, which was thought to be the first and last, came
after three years of resisting the Hong Kong government’s development
plan. This resistance movement included numerous actions; from writing
41 letters to government officials to traveling 32 km from Wang Chau
to visit the Legislative Council for a total of 13 times, which included 2
nights of camping outside of the government building (Fig. 4).

In 2017 the Jackfruit Festival was co-organized by villagers, the
concern group, and supporters (like myself) to share with the public the
villagers’ jackfruit harvest, in addition to stories of their struggle to keep
their homes and protect the green belt. The public festival has since taken
place four times. An array of activities are available during the Jackfruit
Festivals: visitors can learn from villagers when and how to open the
sticky jackfruit with an oiled knife; participate in banner making work-
shops; learn about Chinese medicinal plants from villager Mrs. Cheng and
take away different plants such as cat’s whiskers and fish leaf at the Plant
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Fig. 4 2020 Wang Chau Jackfruit Festival at the Au Yeung family home, Fung
Chi Village, Wang Chau, 11 July 2020 (Photograph by Kevin Cheng)

Sharing stand; join village tours where villager Mr. Wong teaches people
how to “hit water” (a method of collecting water from a well); silkscreen
print the words: “扎根” (to become firmly rooted) on furoshiki cloths;
paint murals together; watch (and engage) with performance artists and
members from the group The Originals; participate in discussions with
NGOs, academics, and activists from other land struggles; read printed
matter on the villagers’ resistance (see postscript); upcycle natural mate-
rials into anthropomorphic jackfruits; decorate and make jackfruit masks;
write messages of support under a five-meter long timeline banner; eat a
vegetarian jackfruit curry and drink jackfruit mead; drink herbal tea grown
and served by Ma Shi Po villagers; weave baskets with Choi Yuen Tsuen
villagers, who were displaced in 2011 (Environmental Justice Atlas 2017);
sing along to songs written during the villagers’ resistance; join the Jack-
fruit Tree Adoption Project; and more (Wang Chau Green Belt Concern
Group 2018)!

While the convivial activities of the Jackfruit Festival may seem slightly
disconnected from the urgency of villagers keeping their homes, the event
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highlights the importance of participation and making the journey to
visit these places, which further illuminates opportunities for people to
engage in prefigurative politics. In other words, to borrow from the
Research Group on Collective Autonomy, to actively “[…] take a posi-
tion against all forms of illegitimate authority, all forms of oppression
and domination which are considered to be interconnected and mutually
reinforcing: capitalism, imperialism, colonialism, patriarchy, heteronorma-
tivity, and sometimes anthropocentrism and ableism” (Breton et al. 2012,
157). Prefigurative politics is practiced in Wang Chau through the repeti-
tion of convivial activities and gatherings, such as through the harvesting
of jackfruits that are planted by villagers who cultivate gardens situated in
arable public space (“government land”), as well as safely and responsibly
organizing the 2020 Wang Chau Jackfruit Festival during government
pandemic restrictions.4 These encounters are experienced individually and
collectively, and are weaved together to form a network of mutual aid that
can be shared with other land resistance movements elsewhere in Hong
Kong and beyond (Fig. 5).

Connecting Land Resistance Movements

In October 2020 the Hong Kong government announced a plan to
rezone four green belt areas in Ma On Shan in the New Territories,
which would displace the villagers living in Ma On Shan Village (GovHK
2020). A petition website titled Oppose Rezoning the Green Belt to Land
Development Use S/MOS/23 writes that two decades ago Sun Hung
Kai Properties Limited purchased a village at the top of the moun-
tain and later received government approval to build low-density luxury
houses in 2005. The petition suspects government-developer collusion,
and lists other key points such as the lack of any public consultation on
this development project and how plant and animal species that include
uncommon ferns, wild boars, porcupines, and barking deer would be
adversely affected (Support HK 2020). In December 2020 the villagers
organized the Saving Ma On Shan Village concern group, set up petition
booths, and invited the public to submit “Comments on Representation”
to the government in response to the development plan (Saving MOS
Village 2020) (Fig. 6).

4 This is particularly notable since outdoor gatherings were limited to a maximum of
50 people at the time.
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Fig. 5 13 villages in Hong Kong proposed for development by the government,
14 November 2020 (Watercolor by Michael Leung)

In December 2020 the Ma On Shan villagers also welcomed partici-
pants of the Land School (土地小學 meaning “Land Primary School”)
(Land Justice League 2020), a four-day camp organized by the Land
Justice League which is a Hong Kong activist group that focuses on
sustainable development, preserving the natural environment, agriculture,
housing, and democratic land planning. It was through two visits to Ma On
Shan Village that I learned how the Land Justice League engaged villagers
who are against development plans. The Land Justice League acts as a
knowledge source that aims to empower the villagers to organize amongst
themselves. Their approach is from the bottom up, conducted through the
sharing of previous village resistances, translating the specialized termi-
nology of government policies into everyday language, and gifting books and
leaflets that enable the villagers to build upon the work of previous land
resistances and influence future movements.

The transversal praxis of the Land School—which includes farm visits
and farm work, as well as workshops and discussions with history scholars,
socially engaged artists, and small-scale farmers—finds its parallel in what
educator and militant Roseli Salete Caldart observes in her 2002 essay,
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Fig. 6 Ma On Shan Villager Ah Hong introducing former pig pens, Ma On
Shan Village, Hong Kong, 21 December 2020 (Photograph from Land School
messaging group)

“Movement of the Landless Rural Workers (MST): Pedagogical Lessons”
about MST, a social movement in Brazil that focuses on access to
farmland and land reform:

To be an educator in the MST is to succeed in understanding the educa-
tional dimension of the Movement’s actions, making them a mirror for its
educational practices. It is a reference viewpoint to aid in discerning the
limits and challenges of these practices. A mirror also educates our view-
point to see beyond the MST, beyond the Sem Terra. The Pedagogy of the
Movement takes shape in a dialogue with other educators, other students,
and other pedagogical movements (Caldart 2002).

After participating in the Land School and meeting the Ma On Shan
villagers, I returned to the village in January 2021 on invitation by the
villagers to discuss how a creative practice can emerge and engage the
village’s history and inhabitants. I went with two friends, Nanxi and
Marcus, and the six of us spent the whole afternoon walking around the
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village, sharing personal experiences and discussing creative possibilities from
direct action to building an “art-activist in residence” space in the village.
We left the village after gifting the villagers books and printed material
from other land struggles such as the “Ma Shi Po Village Eco Map” made
by BA Art and Design in Education students (Mashipo.Eco.Map 2014)
and the “Choi Yuen Tsuen book” published by v-artivist (2013). The peda-
gogy of the movement stays with you and, as Caldart writes, is a “mirror”
that brings reflexivity towards your (daily) practice—what you choose to do,
where you write from, what you write, and how best to support (Fig. 7).

The feminist conceptual artist Claire Fontaine writes, “[t]he only way
of assisting creation is to protect those who create nothing and are not
even interested in art. If every social relation extracted from capitalist
misery is not necessarily a work of art itself, it is definitely the only
possible condition for the occurrence of the artwork” (Fontaine 2020,

Fig. 7 Jackfruit harvest on the day a villager finally hands her keys to the
government’s Lands Department, Fung Chi Village, Hong Kong, 14 January
2021 (Photograph by Michael Leung)
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38). Villages such as Wang Chau and Ma On Shan, embedded as they
are in nature and whose land is cared for by villagers, demonstrate how
gardening/farming practices are able to delink from local and global capi-
talist logic and encourage decolonial and pedagogical encounters—such
as in the case of Wang Chau’s jackfruit, which is grown and harvested in
determined and hostile conditions in the midst of the unyielding devel-
oper hegemony that has subsumed Ma Shi Po Village, Wing Ning Village,
and is now attempting to ruin Ma On Shan Village (Cheung 2016).

Thinking through prefigurative politics and Claire Fontaine’s asser-
tions, how can “wild and transversal writing” prevent the destruction and
concretization of generations of life in the wake of the Anti-Extradition Law
Amendment Bill Movement that emerged in June 2019, and under the all-
encompassing National Security Law that was imposed in June 2020? How
can artists make this “capitalist misery” visible and turn it into collective
action? How can a locally grown fruit such as the jackfruit become some-
thing more than itself and stimulate radical imaginaries? And what can
each one of us do to actively become a contributor to the ongoing pedagogy
of the movement? All movements.

22 February 2021

P.S. Thank you for taking time to read this chapter.
I am currently writing this text from an 80-square-foot bedroom that

is located on a piece of land owned by villager Mr. Tsui in Yeung Uk
San Village in Wang Chau. He is one of three villagers who currently
owns land in Wang Chau. All three villagers have been informed that
next week, the government will exercise the Land Resumption Ordinance
(Hong Kong eLegislation 2018)—a mechanism that enables the govern-
ment to forcibly acquire land for public purposes. The government will
evict these villagers as well as their families, tenants, and animals with the
intervention of the Lands Department, security guards, electricians, and
water company workers—all assisted by the police.

I moved into the village nine days ago to support the villagers, espe-
cially the tenants who are arguably in the most precarious situation.
Without any government opposition existing in the current body of the
Legislative Council, the upcoming eviction will be much quicker than
those in the past.

Last week I attended a 2 hour meeting at the government headquar-
ters, located 32 km away from the village, with two pro-establishment
lawmakers, the Lands Department, and 12 villagers. It was perhaps the
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last chance for the villagers to sit around a table together and negotiate
terms.

In parallel with our existing efforts of organizing, documenting, banner
making, preparing for eviction, meeting each other, etc., how can “wild and
transversal writing” support the remaining villagers and everything living
in Wang Chau?

In a recent online talk, Jay Jordon, an artist who lives in an autonomous
region in Notre-Dame-des-Landes (ZAD, Zone à Défendre, Zone to
Defend), urged fellow artists to “[e]mbed your creativity within social move-
ments (don’t be an extractivist artist).” How can this text be useful and be
shared in a way that is considerate to the villagers and supporters? How soon
can a Chinese translation be available?

To date, I have written three lengthy texts (Insurrectionary Agricul-
tural Milieux 2021), two of which are bilingual, about Wang Chau. I
have self-published these texts and have shared them freely at three Jack-
fruit Festivals (2018 to 2020). Between 2 March and 14 April 2021, I
produced a fourth text and showcased it alongside 55 zines/books in an
exhibition called Publishing (to Find Each Other) at Floating Projects, a
collective space in Shek Kip Mei (Floating Projects 2021). The part of
the exhibition name in parentheses was borrowed from a booklet called
Instructions for Autonomy published by a group called Inhabit, which
made its way to Hong Kong via waresinfoshop in Singapore (Inhabit
2018, 30).

During the exhibition period, I did sharings in Cantonese and English,
the former with two Hong Kong Sign Language interpreters. I also facili-
tated two bilingual zine workshops. During these events I met four people
who later decided to visit Wang Chau: two were architects who came
to document two remaining village houses, one was an artist who will
be present during the evictions this week, and one was a scientist. The
latter inspired me to reach out to a younger generation of indigenous
villagers who are critical of the concretization of land and developer hege-
mony happening in the New Territories. This younger generation includes
people such as Liu Wai Lim, who in 2018 infamously tried returning his
male indigenous land rights to the government in the form of gifting a
black dildo to the Legislative Council (Demosistō 2018). The color black
represents something “dark” or “corrupt” in colloquial Cantonese, such
as in the term hakging, meaning “corrupt police.”

Towards the end of the exhibition, two members of the Saving Ma
On Shan Village concern group came to visit. We spoke about other land
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struggles/resistances in the past and elsewhere. I was able to reach over
to relevant printed material and show photographs of places such as the
multi-story treehouse in La Grée at the ZAD and the direct action diary
written inside a fortress at Ma Shi Po Village in 2016. We even spoke
about the Euston Tunnel that resisted the new high speed train project
in the UK (HS2). The concern group members will also join us in Wang
Chau on eviction day in solidarity.

Perhaps this is how writing can be “wild and transversal.” When words
weave together land struggles/resistances elsewhere and in local contexts,
embedding themselves within social movements—whether as chapters,
journals, zines and poetry—all written to create new lines of solidarity,
call for support, and imagine a better world; one where homes and habi-
tats are prioritized over destruction, developer hegemony, and patriarchal
colonial policies.

Might all the pieces of ruins put together present
yet another architecture?

— Leung Ping-Kwan, An Old Colonial Building. (Leung 2015, 5)

25 April 2021, Yeung Uk San Village, Wang Chau.
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